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+441785211567

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Kim's Kitchen from Stafford. Currently, there are 17 dishes and
drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Kim's Kitchen:
we go to the Chinese take in stafford. Eat is every time on the place. good quality meat and in portions and 100%

freshly cooked eating. salt and pfeffer huhn and chips are the best I cost. have other Chinese outliers tried in
stafford when kims was closed and they did not compare. read more. What Loveemiixx doesn't like about Kim's

Kitchen:
The food hygiene rating is 2.. do I need to really say more about this?! My sister ordered the crispy pork in
Mongolian sauce amongst other things such as the pork wontons soup. Not even by midnight she was up

vomiting…this is definitely food poisoning. I had the same Mongolian sauce but with crispy chicken salt/pepper
crispy prawns. Thankfully I’m okay, but the food itself was mediocre and bordering on the term gros... read more.

Kim's Kitchen The groundbreaking Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the exquisite mix of familiar flavors and
exciting new creations will amaze!, For you, the meals are normally prepared in the shortest time and fresh.

Customers particularly appreciate the versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian
dishes.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

�s� dishe�
FISH CURRY

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Meat�
PORK RIBS

Cereal�
STARTING

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

Uncategor�e�
BLACK BEANS

Chicke�
CRISPY CHICKEN

CHILLI CHICKEN

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

BEANS

TRAVEL

BEEF
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